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RESE/IBCH AM) DEVELOftlEM ACTIVITIES OF THE
SEISMOLOGY SECTION

Edited by
Fftlguni Roy

Introduction

(G.S.Murty)

Concurrently with the continuous monitoring of earth'* selsmicity
for discrimination of underground nuclear explosion from the total
ensemble of seismic signals recorded by our field tyitem, notable advances
have been mad? both in the seismic instrumentation as well as in the
analytical methods of signal extraction from the seismograms. Among the
total number of about 6000 seismograms examined by the field staff in
1982, 31 signals have been promptly identified as the signsls due to
underground - nuclear explosions carried out by different countries.
Similarly in 1983, out of about similar number of seismograms which were
examined, 33 signals were identified as the signals due to underground
nuclear explosions. A countrywise break-up of these explosions is given in
table I,

TABLE I: Rftainnwise List Of
qnderaroundlDetected Durina the Year

Country

USA

USSR

CHINA

FRANCE

Region

Southern Nevada**

Eastern Kazakh
South-West Russia
Novaya Zemlya
Central Siberia
Western Siberia
Lake Baikal
European USSR

Lop Nor .

Hururoa Atolls

Presumed.
1982 and 1983

Nuclear Exoloiionilall

Number of Exolosions
Conducted* Detected*
1982 1S83 1982 1983

16

10
4
1
2
1
1

- •

S

1*

11
6
2

3

1

7

7

10
*
1
2
1
1

S

3

11
6
2

3

1

7

* Based on published data from U.S.Department of the Interior,Ceological
Survey.
*• The events located in Southern Nevada that could not be detected are of
low yield( 20 kilotons of TNT or less).

Najor portion of the instrumentation work of the collabc?ative BARC-
BSHL Kolar rockburst research was completed. The electronic units needed
for the small aperture three dimensional(500 m x 500 m x 900 m) array are
completed. The surface array of geophones established in 1979 continued to
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yield valuable rockburst signal data. Baaed on tha experience gained over
time.improvementa war* effected to gat tha information of tha signals in
tha augmented frequency band of 30 to 160 cyclas par aacond.Thia raaultad
in substantial improvement in ro&ding the onset time of rockturst aignals
which in turn lead to an improvement in accuracy of source location. The
field data has yielded substantial gains in mining operations by
eliminating several false alarms in the mining areaa.

Analytical methods for interpreting the frequency-magnitude relation
of earthquake have been developed which promise to be valuable in the
seismic risk estimation when one ia forced to use only restricted data
involving events of low magnitude.

The expertise in the seismic instrumentation ia being requisitioned
in other Institutions,for example, a request has been received from North
Easttrn Council to establish a net work of seismometers to monitor
aeismicity in the north eastern region. A project report has been
submitted to NEC which haa been approved by them. Fabrication of equipment
for this project is taken up.

Since the central activity of the Section is concerned with the
seismic source discrimination,all the staff have been involved in one way
or other in this endetvour. However an over-view of their RID
contribution in some special problems is described under various headings
in the following pages. These are arranged in alphabetical order of the
authors.

1. Earthquake Pr»dietion Programme; A Project Prnpnul

(S.K.Arora)

In order to mitigate earthquake risk, especially in the highly
earthquake-prone regions of our country, a programme of short-term
prediction of earthquakes haa been envisaged. For this purpose.it would be
necessary to uninterruptedly monitor and detect seismic signals from
regional earthquakes down to the lowest possible detectable magnitude.
This would essentially form the input data for atudying various precursors
such as (i) temporal, changea in seismic wave velocitiea,(ii) migration
pattern of hypocentres.liii) stability of teleseismic arrival-time
residuala,(iv)occurrence rate of foreshock sequence and (vl b-value
changes in the Gutenberg frequency-magnitude relation,among other
geophysical parameters.

In this connection,at the request of the North-Eastern
Council(NECI,Shillong,a project proposal,/I/,has been made for the
installation of a wireleas-telametered seismic network in North-Eastern
India. The above proposal is currently under conaideration by the NEC.

It was also proposed to study in collaboration with Analytical
Chemistry Division,BARC,the possible correlation between seismic changes
preceding a streaa drop . .• -.ertain anomalous geochemical changes. These
coseismic changes aa a fund*, of time are to be inferred from the
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analysis of tht dilatancy induced variations in talinity and concentration
of certain (pacific ions in the water samples to be obtained from suitably
located active wells. The proposal.paper 111, giving the aims and
objectives and the possible approach to the problem was prepared and
submitted to the Directorate of Geology and Mining(DGH).Govt. of Gujarat,
for consideration.

References

1. A project proposal to establish a wireless-telemetered seismic network
in North-Eastern Indiata document prepared for NEC),7 pp,19S2.

2. Anomalous seismic and geochemical changes as possible precursors to
earthquakes(A proposal paper prepared jointly by Seismology Section
and Analytical Chemistry Division,BARC),5 pp,19B2.

2. Phase Speed and Azimuth of Seismic Signals Traversing a General
Tripartite Seismic Network

IS.X.Arora and T.K.Basu)

General expressions for computing phase speed and azimuth of
seismic signals traversing a tripartite seismic network were deduced in
terms of measurable parameters such as time-lags of the signal and the
network geometry /I/. These formulations help us to determine speedily but
approximately the source region when the relative P arrival-times at the
three stations are known.

To illustrate applications,three typical cases were chosen. Of
these, one pertains to a non-orthogonal small network while another
pertains to a relatively larger peninsular network constituted by three
Standardised seismograph stations (Poona,Hyderabad and Kodaikanal)
operating in Southern India. The third case refers to the triangular
configuration formed by the two outermost seismometers and the cross-over
point seismometer of 6auribidanur array,which happens to be a special
casetorthogonal armstof the general network.

Aa an example,Fig.2.1 shows the apparent-velocity, azimuth response
of the typical imill network(length of arm A«22km.length of arm B«33 km,
angle between arms A and 8 »98 deg. and orientation of arm A«6 deg. Nest
of North).Here the B-arm lag is kept fixed (-0.4 sac in curve t and 0.3
sec in curve 2) while the A-arm lag is made to vary from -0.4 sec to 0.4
sec in steps of 100 milliseconds along RR'.
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Reference

1. Arora.S.K.and Basu.T.K.."Phase Speed and Azimuth of Seismic Signals
Traversing a Tripartite Seismic Network",BARC Rept.1-728 pp.1962.

3. preliminary Processing of Gauribidanur A m v Diolttl Diti

(S.K.Arora ,T.K.Ba*u and C.A.Krishnan)

A procedure for preliminary off-line processing of seismic data
obtainad in raw form from Gauribidanur array wa* systematized,before the
data i* subjected to detailed processing for further investigations. In
thi* procedure, a given event in the sequence of seismic events
transcribed on a 9-track 8G0 8PI digital library tape can be retrieved
speedily by specifying simply the identification tag,viz. year,date and
timefuse of "Skipfile" routine is optional). Subsequently,all the twenty
seismogr&m* of the event are plotted(maximum 3C sec data per channelI using
the calcomp plotter interfaced with the PRIME computer. A suitable linear
scaling operates on the signal amplitudes to accommodate the traces within
the permissible plotting area. This plot helps us to suppress noisy
channels during further processing.

In the second stage,phase shifted sums of signals(ER and IB! are
obtained separately for "Red* and "Blue* anns of the array. The smallest
time lags applied is 50 mt which is consistent with the sampling interval
in the raw data. However,a provision is made in the softwareO-point
parabolic interpolation) to meet, the requirement, wherever necessary, of
employing fractional lags in multiples of 10 ms. This gives us a pail of
optimum 'beams", and the optimized signal sums are machine plotted.

Finally, the time series corresponding to the optimized partial sums
are aligned in time (by applying a relative time-shift of half the "Red"
lag,consistent with the array geometry) and the total signal ( CR « EB)
trace is obtained. It improves the signal, detection considerably. A large
number of records of earthquakes and explosions,especially those which
were not well above the visual detection threshold, Jiave been processed at
described above.for furthe? studies.

As an illustration, Fig. 3 . K B ) ahows channalwise PKP seismograms
of a small (yield,15-30 kt) known underground nuclear explosion(HOLBO)
located in Southern Nevada,USA.that occurred on February 12,1882. Tract
(bl shows R channelii (R2,7,9,10 suppressed.) and trace Ic) shows B channels
(BIO suppressed). Trace (dt gives CR * CB.
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4. Atti.nii.tinn of Core-B»fractatf P Haves(PKP)

(S.K.Arora.T.K.Basu «nd C.A.Krishnan)

Amplitude data of 832 PKP arrivals at 156 globally distributed
stations, from 213 know.s underground explosions in 11 different regions,
•panned over a period of IS years were processed. The entire A/T data (A
is the ground displacement in nanometres at period T in seconds) were
normalized to a magnitude mb»5.5 and passed through two-stage one-standard
deviation filter to check the internal consistency of the data. It showed
•n abnormal increase in amplitude over the general background,in the
epicentral distance range 143-162 deg<

In this range,the amplitude data were further processed to obtain
A/T variation as t function of distance in steps of 0.3 deg. It showed a
fluctuating behaviour with a maximum at about 14T.5 deg. A profile of
Gutenberg's 0 corresponding to this variation was also obtained. It gave a
minimum value of 3.44 corresponding to the lowest attenuation in the
caustic window. Work in this field of study is in orogress.

9. Synthesis of Long Peri,od P-Wive Seismoorams from Earthquakes

(A.R.Banghar)

A computer program was developed for computing long period £ wave
seismograms radiated by propagating circular faults. Theoretical
seismograms were computed at several epicentral distances as a function of
faulted area for different mechanisms. Using circular fault model, long
period P seismograms were computed for Kinnaur earthquake of January
19,1973. Observed and computed seismograms for circular end rectangular
propagating faults were compared. This comparison showed that rectangular
fault model is more suitable for Kinnaur earthquake in comparison to
circular fault model.

6. P V«locitv Structure of Hantle Using Cmrlbldinur Array Data

(K.N.Bharthur)

In order to study the P Wave velocity structure of the mantle
utilising Gauribidanur data, comparative studies of various processing
techniques are made. Out of these, N root processing has been selected
for processing too seismic events in the distance range of 25 to SO
degrees within an azimuth of 100-125 deg. This process is useful when the
noise is non-gauaian and found effective in detecting weak signals in
presence of Interfering signals. Various programmes are prepared end
debugged. Twentyfive events have been processed so far using this
procedure. For the present analysis 4 root processing has been used.
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7. Studies of Hoho Reflected Phase at Source 11 * Discriminant

(R.N.Bharthur.A.G.V.Prasad and M.Krishnan)

It was observed in record* of Simla.Assam and Delhi that thart is
a phase within 2.S seconds of P onset for all Easttrn Kazakh explosions.
To use thi* as a discriminant, Gauribidanur data were analysed using tht
* root beam forming mtthod. It was found that this phase has almos.t the
same velocity as that of P and arrives within 3 to 5 seconds after P. As
there is no phase reversal and time difference between P and this phase is
quite large(to be the depth phase for an explosion), It hat been
identified as the new phase PSNPIP to S conversion at the free surface
nur source,which then propagates in the layer above the moho as S wave
and converted back to P wave at the MohoI. Fig.7.1 gives one of the
illustrations of this phase. Studies are in progress to determine the
depth of the source using this method.

8. Study of Broad Band Three Component Seismograms and System
Modifications

(M.K.ehat.V.S.Kamatr and D.S.Rao)

Broad band seirr.ogrtm* are studied using field amplifier whose
response it flat in the period range of one second to thirty seconds. It
was observed that during monsoontthat At roughly from Hay to August) 9 to
G seconds period Nicroteisms are more prominent which even saturate the
records and therefore any signal of interest it very difficult to
identify. Between September and December which is cyclonic prone period,!
to 6 seconds period microseismt dominate the recordt. However,the duration
it about two to three days for such abnormal microseisms.

A notch filter hat therefore been designed to tupprcct only these S
to 6 seconds period noise. Thit enabled one to get clear transient seismic
signals. Response of the tyttem hat been shown in Fig. 8.1. At present the
unit hat been incorporated only on monitoring system In order to study the
performance of the designed circuitry. Typical recordt with and without
the notch filter are thown in Fig. 8.2. The broad band signals on magnetic
tapet can be filtered during replay in order to get the required tignalt
on the recorders.

9. PCM Telemetry System Utlno Codec't

(S.S.R.Bora and A.6.Kulkarni)

Digital Telemetering tyttem with a codec at encoder and decoder
for analog signals wat developed. Thit utilises the utual Digital
Telephone Codec which utet 03/04 fr-ming tyttem.

A simple block diagram it thown in Fig. 9.1.The signals from the
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Seismic Transducer are amplified *nd given to coder section of the codec.
The coder converts the signal into A bit serial data stream along with the
synchronisation characters. These are telemetered by over head/UHF
communication link to the laboratory.

At the lab, the sync and the clock is extracted and is given to
decoder section of codec which converts it back to base band signal.

The codec is a non-linear A/0 having a 13 bit linear accuracy. It
uses u law for encoding and decoding and is given by

FIX) * Sgn(X).ln(1*u|xll/in(1*u)

Where X • input signal,
F(X)« Output signal,

Sgn (X) * Sign of input signal, and
u « 25S (defined by AT&T).

The special features of the system are:
1. With 6 bit, 13 bit(or 70 db) accuracy is achieved, reducing the data
volume. Hence the storage can be reduced at tht cost of special processing
techniques(since data is not in pure binary form). For comparison with 12
bit linear ADC, a seismic event is replayed with both the systems and is
shown in Fig. 9.2.
2. It uses time division multiplexing technique and the coder can be
programed for any particular time slot.This eliminates the master command
fcent from the central place to the array of transducers i.e., each channel
is programed to a particular time slot and the data can be received *t the
central receiving laboratory serially without any master command.
3. The maximum sampling rate is 8kHz.

1C. ftecordi.no System for Low Frequency Multichannel Data in
Digital Form on a Single Track of Audio Magnetic Taoe

(V.S.Kolvankar and V.N.Nadre)

The System incorporates Manchester/Biphase L phase encoding
technique which provides higher packing density as compared to frequency
shift keying method,usually adopted when used with audio tape recorder.
Total ghroughput rat* of upto 14 k bits with bit error rate less than one
in to ,is achieved. The recording is carried out on a spool tape
recorder(Sony make-TC-366) but can be used with any other sp-M>l or
cassette recorder which can record frequencies upto 16 to 18 kHz and has
wow and flutter less than 0.1Z of recording speed.

The recording rystem comprises of (1) Digital conversion
circuitry which handles upto 32 input analog channels,(2)Memory!total 16 K
wo;;**),512 data pointi/channeKRequired when it ia tieaired to record pre
event data in Interrupt mode). (3) Parallel to serial conversion end
encoding circuitry, (4) Interface circuitry to recorder inr«-t and(S) Timing
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circuitry including fraquancy tynthasizar.

Tha raproduca circuitry consists of (1) Intarfaca circuitry to
racordar output,(2) Dacoding and formatting circuitry and 13) Digital to
analog convtrtar,32 channal damultiplaxar and sampla and hold circuitry.

Tha sampling rata and numbar of input channals ara hardwara
programsbla. Tha digital word langth is 12 bit long and tha dynamic ranga
of. about SS db is achiavad. Tha racording system and tha codas ara
illustratad in Fig. 10.1 and Fig. 10.2 raspactivaly.

Application axampla: Tha systam has racordad 21 chsnnals of 63A short
pariod array data with SO/samplas/channal/sac rata and with 12 bit word
langth on to a aingla track of spool racordar in raal tima(Fig. 10.31.

11. A Svstym for Recording Gaophona Signals(10-gQOHz) in
Format on to an Audio Tapa pacordar and in Intarrup^ ftfl

(V.G.Kolvankar and V.N.h.dre)

An analog racording sat-up is currantly oparating in Kolar Cold
Fialds to racord tha saitmlc signals from rock-bursts taking placa in
mining araas. Tha signal conditionad data from a clustar of fourtaan
sansors ara fraquancy modulated with 340 Hz carriar and racordad on a
multi-track analog instrumentation tapa racordar(TDio) at 0.6"/sac. tapa
spaad, round the clock. Tha systam providas around 39 db dynamic ranga for
racordad signals. To lmprova tha quality of tha data, a racording systam
has baan davalopad to racord tha gaophona signals in digital format and in
interrupt moda.l.a. to racord only tha avant portions of tha continuously
monitorad data. An audio spool racordar (TEAC-X1000RI is usad as •
recording madia. This systam would provida around 72 db dynamic ranga for
racordad signals. Lowering of systam noisa laval (typically 2.5 « Volts to
9 m Volts a* against 200 m Volts in analofi racording systam) would rasult
in picking up claar signal onsats of avan waak and distinct rock-bursts,
which is. expected to giva accurata sourca locations. Also this data in
digital form can furthar ba procassad in any computing systam.

The whole sat-up consists of tha following equipments:

1. Multictiannal demodulator urttt,

2. Racord and raplay alactronics, mamory and triggar circuitry,

3. Tapa dack (TEAC X1000RI,

4. Tima coda ganarator, and

9. Tima coda raadar.
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Tht f .m. carriers which are cable telemetered from various sensors
are demodulated to get multichannel signal conditioned data in analog
form. These signals along with tine code channel are then digitised 11000
samples/channel/sec., total input data rate «16K words) and numbers are
stored in a memory used as a circular buffer. The memory has a dimension
of 64K words U4K x 12 bits) and each channel is provided with IK words of
memory equivalent to storing data of four seconds duration. This data is
over-written by new data in circular fashion.

The analog signals ( from demodulators) are simultaneously scanned
by trigger circuitry for possible event data. When an event is detected ,
the sequential writing of data in the memory is inhibited after a time
interval of 3 to 3.S seconds. This ensures that the data, then contained
in the memory , covers the event and also contains some preceding noise
data. The tape recorder which is pre-programed to operate in record mode
is twitched on. The contents of the memory are recorded on a tapet speed
T.S'/sec.) at a slower through put riteUK wordt/sec. or 25K bits/sec).
This means an event with duration of four seconds is recorded on tape in
32 stcondt. The quality of recorded signal could be checked simultaneously
by playing the recorded data through reproduce circuitry on to a
mingogriph recorder. At the end of this recording cycle . the tape
recorder is switched off and the memory is put back in record mode. The
data is serially recorded on a single track of a magnetic tape at around
3.2 ft bits /inch packing density. The total tape ( 3S00 feet length and
four tracks) capacity is around 550 m bits equivalent to recording of
•round 550 events.

The time code ( equivalent to 1RI6B ) has pulse repeatation rate
of 100 and frame length of one second. This format, enables recording of
minimum three full frame length in the duration of the event. Time code
reader decodes this code in online to check the coded data, and in off
line to read the event onset time.

The entire set-up has costed around Rs.40,000/-(equipment and
component cost{which is less than 10Z of the cost of analog recording
system.

12. A Racprdlno Svitem for a Short Period S«i«mic Array D»t;i In
Pioital Format on to an Audio Tane Recorder and in Interrupt
mode

(V.CKolvankar and V.N.Nadre)

This recording system is developed to record seismic srray data
o* the typii ganerated at Gauribidanur mainly to study its feasibility for
similar applications in micro-earthquake studies. Its higher sampling rate
of 50/ctt*nnel/second at against 20/channel/second in FHDC system at
_$turlbif*tnur is useful in case of local earthquakes. This data shall also
fc» user) for obtaining precise beamed signals. The system can operate with
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twenty seismic m d a tima coda channel. Thii could ba easily modified for
operation with upto 32 channels to accomodata data from additional
aanaora.

Bacauaa of ita ralativaly highar dynamic ranga r.Tound 72 db)
•• compared to p/esant analog system (SO to 56 db) , the signal input to
thii ayatam can ba sat at 8 times lowar gain comparad to that for analog
ayttam. Thia would prevent saturation for most of tha high level signals.

Tha total aystam comprlsts of two units:

(II Record and replay alactronics and

(2) Tapa deck TEAC-X-1000R.

Tha dataila of raplay and racord alactronics ara givan in
saction 10. Input to thia recording ayatam is tha multichannel outputs of
a damodulator unit which demodulates tha 2160 Hz f.m. carriar .
talaiMtarad from various sansor pits. Thaaa signals ara digitiaad and tha
numbers ara storad in a memory (1SK words, SI2 words/channel) uaad aa a
circular, buffar .basically usad for dalaying tha signal by about tan
aaconds. During this tima, tha same signals which ara fad to triggar
circuitry ara scannad for possible event onsata. Hhan an avant ia datactad
, tapa dack wMch is pre-programmed to operate in racord mod a ia switched
on by control signal and tha delayed information from tho mamory ia
transfarad to tha tapa in raal tima. This transfar takaa placa for a
prasat duration (about 3 to 5 minutes). Tha quality of tha racordad signal
can ba chackad simultanaously by playing tha aignal through raproduca haad
and raproduca circuitry on to a papar chart racordar.

About ISO avants aach of fiva minutas duration or about 2S0
events aach of 3 minutas duration can ba racordad on a apool tape! 3600
faat length).

Tha component cost of alactronic circuitry together with coat
of TEAC-X1000R tapa dack doas not exceed Rs. 30,000/- which is hardly 5 to
10X of tha cost of analog recording system.

13. A Recording System for a Short Period Saiamic Array Station
ttfew Delh.j.1 In Dloltil Formit; on to an Audio Tapa Recorder
and in Interrupt Mode

(V.fi.Kolvsnkar and V.N.Nadre)

A system similar to one mentioned in the previoua auction ia
set up for aeismic unit at Delhi. The number of channela are four seismic
plus a time code. In order to record all local earthquake data
faithfully,the sampling rate of 100/channel/aecond is seleoted. Becausa of
relatively lowar input data rate of 6 k bits/sec,the recording is carried
out at lower speed (1 T/6"/aec). Thia haa reaulted in recording of nearly
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150 events.each of five minutes duration on V spool tap* of 1800 feat
length. A typical smaller magnitudt earthquake recorded by thia •ystim at
Otlhi 1* Illustrated in Fig. 13.1. The technical specifications of the
three recording *«t-ups described in sections 11,12 and 13 tire given in
Table IKappendix).

14. Recording of High Fidelity 6v»oph.one Data at Reduced Taoe Speed
U»ino an A.C. Bin Technique

tV.S.Kolvankar and V.N.Nadre)

The frequency response of a geophone extends upto 250-300 Hz. In
order to r«cord this full bandwidth using frequency modulation
technique,the f.m, carrier is required to be chosen at least five times
this band. However, higher carrier frequency permits higher modulation
index{modulation index » deviation/modulating frequency land hence improves
the dynamic range of recorded signal.

In a typical experiment three channels were frequency modulated
with carrier frequency of 2160 Hz and deviation of O3Z. These f.m.
signals were recorded on a multi-track instrumentation tape recordor(T0S
of EMI) at 0.6/irtch/sec. speed,with one of the channel used in error
correction mode. The recording is carried out using an ,,.C. bias which
permits higher packing density as compared to saturated flux recording.
The instrumentation tape recorder used for the experiment has Intermediate
Sand heads and permits recording of 5000 sinewaves per inch of tape.

The recorded signals were then replayed on a paper recorder with
demodulator bandwidth set at 250 Hz. The dynamic range obtained is 46 db
over specified bandwidth. The records obtained are illustrated in Fig.
14.1.

UH/BH Timing Svsten for Direct Impinging of BBC Time Harks on
Hli Records

( V.G.Kolvankar and V.N.Nadrel

UN/B timing system designed and. fabricated earlier to be used
with the helical recording of seismograms was modifiod(UN/BM) to achieve
additional functions. Apart from certain other functions.this system
provides distinguished time pulses for every minute.hour and day mark.
With the help of these marks,it is possible to read the onset times of
different phases of any seismic signal upto an accuracy of fraction* of
second,when the speed of chart recording is 1 mm/sec or more. This timing

system provides manual synchronisation with time signal transmitted by any
standard broadcasting station. It is likely that there would be some
manual error introduced in the local time while setting. It is not always
possible to receive time transmission at remote places. With the
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result,many times tha arror in local tima with respect to world tlma ii
not known precisely.

To overcome this difficulty tha UN/B timing system it modified
to incorporata additional faatura tuch a< at any prasalactad tins the six
tacond pip* trantmittad by B8C station at hourly intarvals can be directly
impinged on tha hslical racord. BBC is a powarful transmitting station and
can ba r»ceiv«d by any availabla comnmrcial radio racaivar tat. This
impinging it carriad out onca or twica in a day. By comparing tha
positions of tha racaivad tima pips with raspact to tha minuta mark.it is
possible to judga tha shift in local tima within fraction of a sacond.
Accurate synchronisation in a natwork of a seismic stations makas it
possibla to astimata tht apicantra of any local avant accurataly.

Four of such systams «ra in oparation in Koyna and Bhatsa
natwork.

16. Timing Svsttm for Recording Multichannel G»ophon« Signals
(10 to ?00 Hz) in Dioital Format on a Maanatic Tape An
Intarrupt Mods

I V.CKoivsnkar and V.N.Nadre)

Tha digital data recording systam for multichannal gaophona
signals (10-200 Hz) in intarrupt moda incorporatas a mamory unit of 64K
word dimansion. Data from fiftean sansors and a tima coda ara racordad
sarially and in circular fashion at IK samples/channel/sec in this mamory.
Whan an avant is detected,the contants of tha antira mamory is transferred
to tha magnatic tapa. This data balongs to about four saconds of avant
duration including about 0.S sac. to 1 sacond of pra- avant portion. In
tha eoncapt of intarrupt racording systam,tha recorded tapa contains tha
library of avants racordad ona aftar anothar. Tharafora during this
duration of four saconds.tha salactad tima coda should giva tha antira
tima information from day of tha yaar to tans of milliseconds in ordar to
read tha absolute and ralativa timo of diffarant phases of multichannel
signals.

A tima coda with pulsa rapaatation rata of 100 !>PS and c tima
frama of ona sacond is salactad. This tima coda has a format similar to
VELA coda and aquivalant to IRI6 B coda. With tha frama langth of ona
sacond.it it possibla to racord minimum of thraa fu.ll frame langths within
tha duration of tha avant. Also tha pulsa rapaatation rata is comparabla
with tha maan fraquancydOO Hz approx.) in signal data.

Tha tima coda ganarator unit also providtt additional coda with
1000 PPS rapaatation rata and with 0.1 sacond frama langth (aquivalant to
IRIGA coda). This coda shall ba usad along with tha recording of signal*
from high frequency(upto 2kHz) sansors.
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A time cod* raider is also built to decode the above two codes
recorded on magnetic tape. This provides quickest way to read the onset
times of different events.

)7. Hicroseismic Network at Kolar Gold Field

(R.Kri*hn»murthy*,K.R.Subb»r»mu,B.S.S.Rao and A.S.Kulksrni)

Th* multichannel surface network of fourteen geophones established
in 1978-79 at Kolar Gold Field is augmented by another small aperture
network of six geophones to detect acoustic emissions at mining zones at
deeper levels. The geophone response of this network extends upto 800
Hz.with natural frequency of geophones at 10 Hz. These are air.pl teed
within 500 metres from the mining spots. Preliminary analysis of signals
detected by this micro seismic network indicates that the rate of acoustic
emissions varies considerably in one day. The emission rate and the
reported rocltbursts on 25.5.1983 are shown in Fig. 17.1, which indicates
that the emission rate tends to decrease before a rockburst occurs. These
findings have to be examined further by locating the sources of the
acoustic emissions. The field set-up is being extended to give this data
also. A more detailed description o" this experiment will be in a separate
BARC report.

H . Tables of Discrete Probability and Suryivor Function -far
Seiamicltv Studies.

(G.S.Murty and T.K.Basu)

An extension of the discrete probability distribution and survivor
function,/I/.for values of the independent discrete variable N larger than
10 was carried out. This extension became necessary as it was found that
the observed Gutenberg-Richter plot of world-wide data could not be
accommodated in the range of tables already reported last year.The
computations of tables involved unusually large CPU time of the order of
few hours per curve on PRIME and hence an approximation was made in the
function using Stirling's formula for factorials and the computations were
then carried out on PRIME which reduced CPU time requirements by a factor
of SO. In all cases,the comparison between the exact and approximate
values was made and the differences were only in the fifth significant
digit of the mantissa. In general the relstiye error due to approximation
of survivor function is of the order of i/tr" , when K » 1.

Thus it has become possible to prepare *n extended table of
survivor function which is the mathematical form of the Gutenberg-Richter
distribution for a magnitude range of a units,which is expected to be
sufficient to accomodate most of the seismic data.

* Chief Scientist, Bharat Gold Hines Ltd.,Kolar.
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A suitable and abridged ant of tables of the aurvivor function ia
being prepared to enable the inttrpratation of aeismicity data both
locally and globally.

I.S.S.Hurty.'On tha Problem of Enumaration of rootad traa»",Annual
Report of Nautron Phyaica Dlviaion for tha yaar 196?,Sect. It,pp.63
(1982).

19, Comparison of Burn and Vule-y»lkT'» Method of Autoraorasaiw
D«eonwolution

U.J.Nair)

Sinca tha estimation of A.R.coofficitnts by Burg'a and Vula-
Ualker'a (Y~W) mathods ara both computationally aimpler than laaat aquaro
method of Ulrych and Cayton.a comparieon it made here between these two
(Burg'a and Y-H) method* for evaluating tha daconvolution function.
Synthetic data of 100 KT txploaion with aurface raflaction at 0.8 »ec. waa
analytad by both tha method*. Tha baaic pulte shapa deduced by the»e two
method* agree* reaaonably wall with the input pule*,but among the two,
Burg'a estimate appaara to be batter than Y-W. Y-H method inowed the
surface reflected phast a* the arrival with tht largeat amplitude.but it
alio revealed several other arrivala with comparable amplitude. Burg'a
method.however, gave deconvolved trace with clear aurface reflected pulte
aa the prominent arrival in the coda.

20. AB Daconvolution of Synthetic Pefleetion Data

(6.J,N«ir)

To (how the applicability of tha Method of autoregrettive
deconvolution in interpreting reflection date.teitMogramt *t» aynthesiaed
aimulating tha recording of an array of geophonos for a ahot geometry and
reflection horizon aa ahown in Fig. 20.1c. Synthetic aeiamograma obtained
by convolving the primary pulao and reflected pulae with a random series
are ahown in Fig. 20.1a. The deconvolved tracea in Fig. 20.1b clearly show
the arrivala of the reflected pulse from the horiton.
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21, p«tect;ion of Depth Phase bv Prediction Error Filtering

(Falguni Roy)

Prediction error filtering hi) been found to be useful in
detecting the reflected phases in a seismogram,/1/. If a seismogram
consists of a primary and a reflected signal from a given source than it
can be shown th*t for a given order, the prediction error filter for such
a composite signal will be same as that of the primary P-aignal. This is
mainly due to the fact that the reflected signal will be almost similar to
the primary signal and the filter which will be optimum for one will be
optimum for the composite signal »s well with the exception that there
will be large local errors in the later case when the composite signal is
convolved with it* prediction error filter and the localisation will be
around the point where the reflected pulse starts entering into the
seismogram. Likewise if there are several reflected or refracted signals
present in a seitmogram then at each such onsets then* will be large
errors. In figs. 21.1 through 21.4 , some case studies have been given
which include three synthetic seismograms and on* underground nuclear
explosion signal. Multichannel or multistation data will be invaluable for
such studies because the depth phase will be arriving at a constant time
interval in all the stations with respect to the P arrival and hence some
kind of summation will further enhance the local errors.

Reference

1. Falguni Rcy,"Common Data Base Experiment-Depth Estimation Using
Multistation Data", FOA, Stockholm, C-2CK54-T1 (19821.

22. The Hlcrobarooraoh a,nd Seismic Unit

(T.V.Sridharan.Vijai Kumar and P.C.Hitra)

Three MF SensorsO-110 Sees period),one BF SensorOO-500 sees)
were kept in optimum operating condition together with the Wireless
Telemetry and auxiliary equipment, Automatic pressure calibration
arrangements were in operation and calibration was done manually only when
an operator visited the field. There was no loss of recording during the
whole year. Three indigenously developed short period seismometer* played
a significant role in substantially improving the detection capability.

A comparison of BARC seismic sensor with that of a well
calibrated French Seismic Sensor LOS ZM-400 waa made. Both the sensor*
were installed side by side at one of the field stations and by suitable
modifications to the wireless Telemetry system,the output* from the two
sen*or* were recorded, with a common time base, on a multichannel paper
recorder at central recording atation. Detailed studies of the relative
frequency responses indicated that the BARC seismometer's performance is
on par with the French one, and ia found to be better at lower
frequencies(period 1 second and above).
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23. SnH-fmic Data Analysis and Instrumentation at 6iA

(K.R.Subbsramu.R.K.Bharthur .S.S.R.Bora.M.K.Bhat,
V.S.Kim»th,A.o.Kulkirni,M.Krishntn,A.6.V.Prt»id,
»nd D.S.Rao)

The daily jeismic data of th* Gauribidanur array i* scrutinised
and selected portion* of the records containing inttratting events era
transcribed into a library tap*. Computer compatible digital library
tap«i are also made for tome of tha i*l«ct«d *v«ntt. Data bullatina for
detected events are prepared daily.

Apart from the routine maintenance of the field and laboratory
syitem*,instrumentation for micro-seiimic project at 86NL for a small
aperture array is nearing completion. The system will be installed at KGF
in a few months time.

A compact unit to detect the arrival of signals at different
sensors of th* array and to measure the relative time lags between
adjacent sensors is being developed.

Primary test carried out over a o'.stance of 10 km showed the
feasibility of continuous transmission of digital seismic date at UHF
range.

24. . Experimgr. *• on Interfaeial Waves,

(Vijai Kumar)

Experimental investigations on interfacial waves propagating
along Aluminium-Aluminium interface were conducted. Attenuation and
velocity of waves propagating along 3 cms long interface were measured for
various values of external load, varying from 0 to 6 tons and applied
normally to the interface. The longitudinal wave speed, the shear wave
speed and the density of the Aluminium used in this experiment were 6.42
kms/sec, 3.02 (cm/sec. and 2.65 gms/cc respectively in the unstressed
state. These velocity and attenuation measurements art plotted in Fig.
24.1 as a function of the internal load, normal to the interface. It was
visually observed that the material of the block yielded when the load was
increased beyond 4 tons thus deforming the interface. It is seen that the
interfacial wave speed has a value of 2.35 kms/sec. at zero load and
increases monotonically with load to a value of 2.97 kms/sec. at 6 tons.

Experiments were also conducted to estimate the efficiency of
generation of interfacial wave from surface waves and vice-veraa at the
corners of the interface and to ascertain the constancy of this efficiency
with load. This was don* by repeating the measurements of attenuation with
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loid.for various length* of interface. It was estimated after assuming all
other parameters remaining same,that the total efficiency of conversion is
around TOZ and remains constant till the interface deforms due to
excessive losd yielding.

Reference

1. Vijai Kumar,Neutron Physics Division Annual Report for the year 1980,
F/ARC-113+.p 7211981).

25. Vibration Iiolition Measurements of the Laser Table

(Vijai Kumar}

Experimental measurements o< the vibration of the table top used
for mounting Laser equipments were conducted with the help of seismic
transducers and jet ink pen recorder in the frequency range from 0.1 Hz to
ISO Hz. Various kinds of shock absorbers or vibration isolators were
experimented and measurements of the vibrations both vertical as well as
horizontal components, at ground level and table top were madi, to assess
the degree of vibration isolation and the resonance frequency of the
mounting system.The experiments were conducted both for the ambient floor
vibration »* well as for impulse testing, in s laboratory room situated at
second floor of Modular Laboratories in Spectroscopy Division, BARC.

The laser mount table consisted of a ateel plate of thickness 1
inch and size 6 feet by • feet placed over another plate of same
dimensions but made out of plywood sheet sandwitched between two
aluminium sheets. The two plates were separated by five vibration
isolators of size 1 foot by 1 foot and 4 inches thickness,placed,one each
at corners and centre of table top. The whole assembly of tsble top wss
supported by four steel pillars at the corners. Seismic transducers were
placed on the floor under the table,and on table top for vibration
measurements. Coir sheets,Naoprene sheets and foam rubber sheets were used
aa vibration isolators in various experiments. During impulse testing the
impulses were created by hitting the floor vertically or hitting the wall
horizontally with the help of a steel ball.

It was found that the amplitude of the average ambient floor
vibrations are of the order of 32 microns at predominent frequency of 20
Hz. The amplitude reduces by a factor of 5 on holidays. During vibration
isolation and impulse testing experiments.it was concluded that coir was
the best vibration isolator among all the three isolators tried in these
experiments. In this csse the vibration isolation was estimated to be
around 3000 at high frequencies. The resonance frequency of the mount was
found to be 5 Hz with residual amplitude of 1.5 microns. On holidays the
isolation was found to be better by a factor of 10 or more. Though the
figure for vibration isolation and reaonant frequency were the same in
case of foam rubber,but the residual amplitude was 2 to 3 times higher in
the case of coir indicating good damping characteristics of coir. Neoprene
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rubber sheet* could give vibration isolation of 500 at high frequencies.
The amplitude at resonance frequency of IS Hz in thi» case was found to be
about 5 microns.

26. Seismic Field Instrumentation

(Vijai Kumar and H.L.Kotadia)

A complete thort period seismic system developed and
fabricated in the section was deployed at Tarapur Atomic Power Station.
The system consists of a short period seismic transducer.field
amplifier.frequency modulator, power supply . unit,Laboratory
demodulator.amplifier and filter unit along with indigenously available
Helical drum recorder. At present the seismic signals are being recorded
in the frequency band from 0.2 Hz to 5 Hz at a magnification of 60,000.
The day time ambient noise with transducer located on the floor of
micrometearological laboratory is around 50 nanometers. Efforts are being
made to have a lower noise level by locating the transducer in a clam
shell underground,about 100 metres away from the laboratory.

The system has been installed at the request of Head,Health
Physics Division,6ARC, in order to evaluate the seismicity of the area. A
seismic signal originated from Koyna regiontdiatance around 300 km*) and
recorded by this set up is shown in Fig. 26.1.
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Figure 2.1 : Apparent-velocity, azimuth response of the typical small
network. The B arm lag is kept fixed (-0.4s in curve 1 and 0.3 sec in
curve 2) while the A arm lag is mads to vary from -0.t« to 0.4s in
steps of lOOnis along RR'.
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fjqure 3.1 : (a) Channelwise PKP seismograms of a small known
underground nuclear explosion(HOLBOI located in Southern
Nevada,USA.Trace (b)shows R channels and (c) shows B channels while
(d) gives £R *ZB.
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Figure 8.1 : Filter response.
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Fioure 8.2 :Typical records
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filter.
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Figure 3.1 : PCM Telemetry using Codec.

Figure 9.2 : A typical signal through
different systems.
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FIGURE 10.1 : Block diagram.
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Figure 10.2 : Illustration of codes.
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figure 10.3 : A record of an earthquake as recorded at GBA. The upper
fitlt illustrates the signals from five sensors out of twenty recorded
oh multitrack instrumentation tape recorder. The lower half
illustrates the same five channels recorded on a sinsl* track dof -*r.
'"1io tape at 50 samples/ch/sec.
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Figure 13.1 : A typical earthquake signal as recorded by system at
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Figure 17.1 : Typical micro seismic activity recorded by micro net. RB
stands for rock burst reported.

Figure 20.1 :(a) Synthetic seismograms obtained by convolving th«
primary pulse and reflected pulse with a random series,(b) Deconvolved
traces and (c) Shot geometry and reflection horizon.
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with inantltIT •1.01 and ••l»mo-
graph tranaftr function*, (B)
Sourc* crust function , (C)
Convolution of A and B , (D)
Tract C addad with 1001 of
(•ismic noist(.5 - 3.9 Hz),(E)
Tract D convolvtd with its
prtdiction trror filttr and
(F) Tima avaraga product of E.

r

0

~r

2 5 S

flour* 21.4 s(A) Stiimic signal
from tht undtrground txplotion
STIN6ER (NTS) . at rtcordtd by
NORSAR (Norway),(B) Convolution
of A with its pradietion trror
filttr and (C) Tim avtragt
product of B.
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Figure 24.1 : Velocity and attenuationlas a function of ioad) of
interfacial waves propagating along Al-Al interface.
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Figure 26.1 : A typical seismic recording at Tarapur from Koyna region
event.
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Tiki* Itt Technical Specification* • f Tkrca P.*c*r*Un| Sat-upa.

SpacifIcatiana Saiaalc Stttian
Mi« Otlki

3*t*aic trny $tn.
laurlfcii'inur

Surface Array
Kalar 1*14 Htli*

Input

Input channel*
<anal*|>

Signal cenditian**
**i*a*a*t*r11 **e.
ptri**') cutptita.

Silnal e»«a"iti*n**'
aaiaa*aat*r (1 ite.
•trlttfl *utput«.

r"*ur **laaic plu» Tatnty ••l**ic
• n* tiat t*i». tn* tla* fit.

Digital c*iiv*r- 109 ••aal«f/efc/i*e. SI •aaal««/cn/*te.
tl*n ritt

12 kit* 12 bit* ••r*1

Input 4*t* rat*

Put** «**1* H***J
far

f*;aat

Tia* c*<a

SOO •*r*>*/**e ar IX 1OSO »*r*"*/»»e. ar

bita/a*c. 12.1 K kita/aac.

Hanck**t»r/bipkaaa Hanck**t*r/bipka**

A a*t af «ara*a fraa A aat af m»tt» fraa

• ack input channal tack input channels
tia* aultipl*N**< in ttaa •ultlplax**'
aarial kit f*ra in (trial kit fara
fall**-**1 by aync fallavaa* by aync
and r«c*r4**> an pal** ini racara***1

•infl* track in e»- an alnal* track in
nttnucu* faakian. cantlnuau* faakian.
V*Uc**« with pula* Vtlacta1* vltk pula*
rat* af 1pp*< lain rata af tpp*. fain
tia* fraa* •«.«ival- tla* fraa* *<|Hl«al-
ant ta IKIIH. ant tatOIIH.

Si|na! c*»a'lti*n*a'
gaapkana < r**p*na*
10 Hi ta 251 Nil
autputa.

Fifta*n avlaalc plua
ana tia* c**1*.

1000 *a«pl*a/ck/aac«

12 bit* ••ra"

II K **r*'a/a*c. *r
102 K klta/a.c.

Hanckaatav/kipkaa*

A aat af «ara*a fraa
•ask input ckannal>
tlaa aultlplaxaa'
in aarial bit fara
fallavca1 hy aync
pulaa ^n^ T*e*ti*i
an ainila track in
cantlnuaua faakian.

Saaa valacaal* f*ra-
at but »itk 100 ppa
ana" a«jNivalant ta

mil • c**-*.
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Takla I!(cant«->

Spactficatiana Sataaic Statlan
Nt«

Salaalc Arr»y Stn.
laurlkttfinur

5nrf«ct Array
Ktlir faltf Fialtfa

Haaary alia

Tasa racardar

Tapaa «••< fir
racardlna

fparatinf tapa
apaa*

It varda aravKlitf UK »ar4a aravltinf
«•• i*c*n4a 4*l«y. t*n itttnii itlty
p*r channal. aar chinntl.

I4K vara-* atarta
uata 4 aae. af 4ita
atr ekaanal.

S*ny aakt TC 3I« TEAC aaka X HOC II TEAC aaka X 1010 II

Haaary au«ntu« aca- M.xtlJ XL1 35-1108/
tch 3a,1/4 * width 1/4* »l«th 10 1/2 *
T* »»aat 41a. 1100 aaatl 41a 3600 faat
faat l«»|th. lanath.

Haxall XII 35-1101/
1/4' oltftk 10 1/2"
••••1 alt 3S00 faat
lanath.

1 T/l" aar aacanrf. 3 3/4" par aacantf. T 1/8* par aaeana.

Rapratfuca data
rata.

Packing
4maity

Tatal tapa
capacity

Saaa aa input data Saaa aa input 4at*
rata (IK bit/aae.l. ritt(12.« K att/a).

3.2 K Bita/lDcN. 3.31 K klta/lnell.

21.C H aartfa ar 210 45.31 H «ar4a ar
N klta data ( abau« S44 it tit* *•*•
144 avanta aaek af lakaut 144 avanta
I ai*. «t«ratlaiil4 aack af S aid.

tfuratlan »r 240
avanta aach af 3
•in. duratian.

•«tpnt

•«tp«ta

Saaa aa input.

H«ltlBl«N*a> a-l|-
itai antf parallal

autpnta.

Saaa aa input.

HulMal«x«a H§-
i ta l ami parallal
anatag tutiut* .

2K •ar«a/a(24K fclta
par aae.) .1/ l th af
input data rat*
Cavanta af faur aac.
tluratian ia tipa
r*c0r4ti in 32 $»t.

3.2 K kita/lneh.

43.2 H writ ar S1<
.4 H klta attilakaut
S40 avanta aack af 4
aaeanda durattan.

1/lth af input, rata

Hultlplaxa*- 41f-
itil and parallal
analai autputa.


